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About This Game

An evil force has launched an invasion over the Omios star. Only you, the most skilled and deadly pilot in the galaxy, can face
the dreadful menace of the Meroptians, bio-mechanical creatures set in a ruthless war of conquest. Equip your ship, select a

route and fight planet by planet against the hordes of Meroptians!

Super Hydorah is a nonlinear horizontal shoot’ em up designed to offer a challenging and memorable experience, sublimating
the wisdom and richness of traditional shmup classics. The game has direct action, nostalgic art and a wide variety of unique

spatial content and situations. It is hours of intense fun, alone or with your friends, to face the menace of the Meroptians aboard
the Delta Lance.
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Easy to learn, damn hard to master!

21 levels divided into 35 sublevels, 35 bosses and more than 100 enemies

Single player, Co-op multiplayer and Robot Chase spin-off mode

Non-linear level layout with route selection

Dangers of different nature in each level (not just bullets)

Weapon selection and power-ups in every mission

Original soundtrack with 60+ tracks

Secrets, multiple endings, achievements and rank system

CRT Monitor effect

If you love unique experiences and handcrafted games, Super Hydorah is made for you!
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Title: Super Hydorah
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Locomalito, Gryzor87, Abylight
Publisher:
Abylight Studios
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Turkish,Simplified Chinese
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The game is fun and all, but dlc is pretty handicapping. Once you have the DLC, you can do alot, but it's still 20 bucks. Maybe
make it a little cheaper? thx.. Exactly what it says on the tin--move your dot from the start to the finish through various mazes.
Music is decent and laidback.
Controls are very odd..fast movement but using the cursor keys--making some turns can be difficult if you are aiming to beat a
given self-imposted time. To move to the next level required clicking the arrow with the mouse.

Easy completionist distraction with about 30 minutes--max--required to pass all levels.
There are trading cards so some additional harvesting time is required.

Nice little title when picked up on clearance in a bundle.. this game is the best example of how to get people to hate your AI.
This game is about as close to pure fun as you can possibly get. If you liked Mirror's Edge in the slightest you'll melt over
inMomentum.. So, 5 hours deep and I've finally solved the mystery that is Araya...or have I?

Let me begin by saying that this game has flaws and is not perfect by any means (much like this review), but let's focus on what
the game gets right - atmosphere. The hospital corridors are dark and ceepy, and you never know what awaits you at the next
turn. Or above you, or even behind you. I found myself constantly checking my 6 o'clock and doing quick 180 turns to ensure
I'm not being followed. Some may call this paranoia, but it's better to be safe than sorry.

The ability to play three different characters adds much needed layer to the game's narrative. Not unlike the horror movie
anthologies of yesteryear, each character unveils plot points that not only serves the individual's story, but also adds weight to
the Araya universe. These interlinking narratives help build (or create the illusion) that the game has a grander and bigger non-
linear universe than what is being presented.

Now, the cons. This otherwise above average horror game is marred by clunky mechanics, bad audio mixing, abrupt cutscenes
and bad optimization. I find myself inching closer to complete deafness as the orchestral sting pierces my eardrums everytime
my character picks up a note. To call the sound effects REALLY REALLY LOUD would be an understatement.The cutscenes
end just as abruptly as it starts and this is often followed by long heart thumping moments of just utter blackness on screen. Did
my PC crash? Is there a power trip? Is this game ACTUALLY cursed? The answer is worse than all three options combined -
it's really long loading screens. These jarring black screens really impairs immersion, especially for us mere mortals without a
VR kit.

Despite its' flaws, Araya is worth the purchase and it'll tide you through till the next non-jumpscare horror game. No review is
complete without the now mandatory youtube channel plug/playthrough link, so here's mine:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IC4cJRfYTQE

P.S. at the time of this review, I've only gotten one single achievement despite completing the game. What is up with that, devs?.
I really liked Rising Storm\/Red Orchestra 2, so I decided to buy this one.
I can recommend it, but there are a few things you need to know which are important.

Rising Storm Vietnam is a realism-shooter. If you want to have a little bit of arcade-like gameplay, you won't have fun here.
Most of the time you spent crouching or even proning, moving slowly from cover to cover, and observing the environment to
find the enemy.
Depending on the map, there are wide ricefields, towns or jungle. Close quarter combat is rare, and if you get into a CQC
situation, you have to be REALLY fast to survive.
Be prepared to get killed by a sniper or an airstrike directly after you spawn - most of the time you won't even see the enemy,
it's like "Spawn, run for 3 seconds to find cover, BLAM, headshot from 180m, dead. No clue where the enemy was."
This can be extremely annoying.
Another important point is the chance to be teamkilled, or to teamkill by yourself. As the game is realistic, it is difficult to see if
the guy who's running in a distance of 50 meters between the bushes is a friend or an enemy, so check always twice.
The chances are high that you will get killed by a friendly airstrike (barrage, napalm etc.) or a friendly grenade - depends on the
team.
Don't understand me wrong, I like this game. But the road to joy is long.
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Very nice: The game features many weapons and different uniform styles which you can unlock if you level up. So nearly every
soldier looks a bit different, which creates a nice atmosphere.
If you like realistic shooters, this is definitely worth a look. But it can get really nasty from time to time.. Played for the story,
stayed for the gameplay.. This game is so artistically done and truly wonderful. It is pretty short(though i'm not finished it yet)
but it's really cute. The colour concept is fun and makes certain things in the game really pop out. The creature characters are
fun and each one has traits and abilities that you use in the game to help solve the puzzles. I originally got the game because of
the crazy colour scheme but it won me over with the weirdly cute creatures and the interesting game mechanics of having to use
multiple characters to get through scenerios.
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I really love this game but there is on massive problem when ever i am using the mouse to attack the game randomly locks up
and only lets me fire in 2 or 4 directions i don't know why it happens but i still do recommend play this game as it is very fun.
You can add custom resources to this, ignore that other review.
VERY useful program, highly recommended! Very easy to use and there are already tons of 'parts' out there on the net to import
for use here. If you liked the demo, this is just a more convenient shined up version of it.. A delightful platformer that gains in
depth at about a third of the way in. Definitely worth a shot.

I nominated this game for “Best Alternate History” Award 2018. I love the Commands & Colors boardgames. However I cant
recommend this as there are too many bugs. Several times the cards dont work. The UI has visual bugs. On top of this the
graphics and sound are not very good. The price is too high for a product of this quality.. Love it!
It's really easy to do your own Dungeon map for your next Pen&Paper Round.
It might take a while editing and Inporting all the Pictures you want. But if you have everything you need, its very easy and very
fast. All i need now is some picture editing programm.

Issues:
-You cant drag items back. The item will get struck. if you want to remove it just select it and press DEL.
-If you Drag room corners you cant put them back. if you want to have them back where you took them, you HAVE to press
Strg-z (and even that command kinda doesnt work, i have to click it at the top. but maybe its just my European qwert keyboard.
so maybe strg-y works.
-It's kinda Impossible to do Ring Rooms
-I can't edit tags. like adding or removing them or change their names or something like that. also i couldnt find the tag-search,
so i simple click a tag and it filters all items based on the clicked tag(s). This is an amateur attempt at a game that has already
been done much much better by three or four large companies
I don't mind supporting young developers but that seems to be all that Steam is letting into their catalogue these past two years -
Anyone know which Digital stores online are carrying the Indie & Triple A titles?. Good fun and makes the brain think. I love
this game. I like the look of it, and the soothing music, and the difficulty curve...everything is fantastic. I already bought it for
one friend, and I'll probably buy it a few more times in the near future to give to other friends as gifts. Go get Tragedy of Prince
Rupert, for yourself; you won't regret it.. Just 2 developers! Voice overs! Smooth Animations! Great music! Up to 30
characters! Multiplayer...old school experience, you think its short? Change your difficulty! ...this game is fun.. Fun game
overall. For now it looks like the variable that provides the challenge is time. Fun for scenarios but not freebuild. The concept is
outstanding and the trade system works very well. In addition, its fun to work within the trading system. I would love to see
more challenge around logistics by using tankers or oil rigs and having the ability to own fleets of both. That would introduce an
entirely new overhead cost that would be fun the manage not to mention the challenge of seeting routes. Also, I dont know too
much about oil drilling but I have to think there are more specialized buildings. I would love to see additional buildings.
Employee issues like hiring, firing, assinging duties, shifts, etc...would be interesting. Again, it would add another level of
financial management to the game.

Again, overall its an outstanding game, fun to play and easy to learn. It provides enough challege right now to be worth the
money. I anticipate future patch updates or add ons.
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